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Abstract
The Michelson Interferometer for Global High-resolution Thermospheric Imaging
(MIGHTI) was launched aboard NASA’s Ionospheric Connection (ICON) Explorer satellite
in October 2019 to measure winds and temperatures on the limb in the upper mesosphere
and lower thermosphere (MLT). Temperatures are observed using the molecular oxygen at-
mospheric band near 763 nm from 90–127 km altitude in the daytime and 90–108 km in the
nighttime. Here we describe the measurement approach and methodology of the temperature
retrieval, including unique on-orbit operations that allow for a better understanding of the
instrument response. The MIGHTI measurement approach for temperatures is distinguished
by concurrent observations from two different sensors, allowing for two self-consistent
temperature products. We compare the MIGHTI temperatures against existing MLT space-
borne and ground-based observations. The MIGHTI temperatures are within 7 K of these
observations on average from 90–95 km throughout the day and night. In the daytime on
average from 99–105 km, MIGHTI temperatures are higher than coincident observations by
the Sounding of the Atmosphere using Broadband Emission Radiometry (SABER) instru-
ment on NASA’s TIMED satellite by 18 K. Because the difference between the MIGHTI
and SABER observations is predominantly a constant bias at a given altitude, conclusions
of scientific analyses that are based on temperature variations are largely unaffected.
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1 Introduction

Understanding the coupling of the earth’s lower atmosphere with the space environment has
been a topic of focused research in recent years (e.g. Sagawa et al. 2005; Hagan et al. 2007;
Immel et al. 2009; England 2012). Central to this understanding is the boundary region
around 100 km, where upward propagating tidal oscillations and in situ tidal oscillations are
comparable in magnitude (e.g. Forbes 1982). One useful way to advance our understanding
of this region is through global-scale temperature observations from a space-based platform.

The NASA Ionospheric Connection (ICON) Explorer mission was launched in October
2019 with the overarching goal of understanding the connection between the lower atmo-
sphere and the space environment (Immel et al. 2018). The Michelson Interferometer for
Global High-resolution Thermospheric Imaging (MIGHTI) aboard ICON uses the innova-
tive technique of Doppler Asymmetric Spatial Heterodyne Spectroscopy (DASH; Englert
et al. 2007; Harlander et al. 1992) to observe the upper mesosphere and lower thermosphere
(MLT). MIGHTI measures altitude profiles of horizontal neutral winds and neutral temper-
atures in the earth’s MLT (Englert et al. 2017; Harding et al. 2017; Stevens et al. 2018;
Harding et al. 2021).

MIGHTI obtains MLT temperatures by imaging the limb near the wavelength of 763 nm
to observe the molecular oxygen (O2) b1�+

g (0) – X3�−
g (0) atmospheric band (hereafter

“A-band”), which is a bright airglow feature peaking near 85 km. The rotational distribution
of the A-band is temperature dependent and can readily be used to measure MLT temper-
atures (e.g. Skinner and Hays 1985; Heller et al. 1991; Christensen et al. 2013; Kaufmann
et al. 2018; Gumbel et al. 2020). Sheese et al. (2010) used limb observations of the A-band
by the Optical Spectrograph and InfraRed Imaging System (OSIRIS) on the Odin satellite
to retrieve temperatures between 90 and 110 km from 2002–2012 at a fixed local time (LT)
near the terminator.

MIGHTI complements the OSIRIS observations by measuring the A-band over the entire
diurnal cycle by virtue of ICON’s orbital precession, thereby allowing us to quantify the tidal
oscillations prevalent in this altitude region. In addition, MIGHTI temperatures are reported
from two different sensors that separately measure the same volume of air nine minutes
apart, enabled by operations for MIGHTI wind observations made simultaneously (Englert
et al. 2017). This redundancy allows for self-consistent temperature datasets in this highly
variable boundary region of the atmosphere.

An earlier study based on MIGHTI pre-launch sensor specifications determined the ex-
pected precision of local MLT temperature observations using its three signal channels ob-
serving the A-band and two background channels (Stevens et al. 2018). The present study
is motivated by the wealth of MIGHTI observations acquired on-orbit that have enabled us
to better determine the sensor performance and optimize the retrieval algorithm. Here we
show how these observations are used to derive temperature profiles in the earth’s MLT and
compare results from both MIGHTI sensors to other MLT temperature datasets.

This manuscript is organized in the following way: Sect. 2 briefly describes the
ICON/MIGHTI observations, including the latitude and LT coverage, as well as the spec-
tral coverage of the A-band. Section 3 shows an example of data collected on-orbit and
describes how we have modified pre-flight calibration results using on-orbit Rayleigh scat-
tering observations in the MIGHTI background channels. This Section also discusses and
quantifies the effects of possible contaminating features within the MIGHTI passbands.
Section 4 describes the temperature retrieval and compares retrieved temperature profiles
between MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-B. Section 5 compares MIGHTI temperature profiles
against those from concurrent satellite and ground-based datasets. Section 6 discusses some
implications of the MIGHTI temperature results and Sect. 7 summarizes the work.
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Fig. 1 (a) Relative brightnesses of individual rotational lines in the O2 A (0,0) band at 200 K. The four
branches are labeled and transitions within each branch indicated. (b) Same as Fig. 1a but at 400 K

2 The ICON/MIGHTI Temperature Observations

2.1 The MIGHTI Measurement Concept

MIGHTI images the limb from ICON at discrete infrared wavelengths chosen specifically
to capture the temperature dependent spectral shape of the O2 A (0,0) band that emits from
759-770 nm in the MLT. The MIGHTI measurement approach employs five different filters
around the A-band, each of them with a full-width at half-maximum of about 2 nm. Three
of them are located on the band itself and two of them are located on either side of the band
to quantify any background signal that might be present. The two background channels are
placed at wavelengths near 754.2 nm and 780.3 nm to minimize contributions from any con-
taminating features (Christensen et al. 2012; Stevens et al. 2018). Although only two signal
channels are theoretically necessary to retrieve the temperature, the three signal channels
and two background channels used in both MIGHTI sensors provide valuable additional in-
formation used to monitor the instrument performance and better constrain the temperature
retrieval, as we will show.

Figure 1a shows the O2 A-band spectrum at 200 K, given by the relative line strengths in
the High Resolution Transmission database (HITRAN2016; Gordon et al. 2017). Figure 1a
shows the line strengths weighted by the temperature dependent partition function. For the
temperature retrieval the lines are combined with a sampling of 1.35 × 10−4 nm, which is
fine enough to resolve the Doppler broadened width. The A-band is described by two R
branches and two P branches (Babcock and Herzberg 1948). Isotopic lines are over two or-
ders of magnitude weaker (Gordon et al. 2017) but are included in the analysis. The MIGHTI
temperature measurement is motivated by the fact that the rotational envelope of this band
changes with temperature such that at higher temperature, higher rotational levels are pop-
ulated and the shape of the band broadens. This is shown in Fig. 1b, which demonstrates
that more rotational lines are discernible at 400 K than at 200 K. The two temperatures used
in Figs. 1a and 1b approximately represent the two extremes expected in the earth’s MLT
at mid-latitudes. The three MIGHTI signal channels at 760.3 nm, 762.9 nm, and 765.3 nm
are spectrally located to maximize the sensitivity to the changes shown in Fig. 1 (Stevens
et al. 2018). Because the temperature information is contained in the shape of the spectrum
rather than its magnitude, the relative calibration of the signal channels is sufficient, and an
absolute radiometric calibration of the signal channels is not required for the retrieval.
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Fig. 2 (a) Measured filter function for the bottom row in the center of the MIGHTI-A daytime background
channel peaking at 754.20 nm. The fitted Gaussian function is overplotted in red, with the calculated width
indicated. (b) Same as Fig. 2a except for the bottom center of the MIGHTI-A daytime signal channel near
760.28 nm. (c) Same as Fig. 2a except for the bottom center of the MIGHTI-A daytime signal channel near
762.92 nm. (d) Same as Fig. 2a except for the bottom center of the MIGHTI-A daytime signal channel near
765.27 nm. (e) Same as Fig. 2a except for the bottom center of the MIGHTI-A daytime background channel
near 780.30 nm

Each image of Level 1 MIGHTI data is made up of a two-dimensional array of pixels.
For each of the infrared signal channels measuring the A-band on the limb, this array is de-
scribed by 52 pixels horizontally by 18 pixels (rows) vertically. The filter passband for each
of these pixels was measured prior to launch in the laboratory for the three signal channels
and in the two background channels in each sensor for both daytime and nighttime configu-
ration. Examples of filter passbands for the five MIGHTI channels are shown in Figs. 2a-2e.
They are well approximated by a Gaussian. Figures 2a-2e show that the measured wings of
the filter passbands do not quite reach zero and typically have larger values than the fitted
Gaussian functions used in the retrieval, also shown in the panels. This difference persists far
away from the transmission peaks of the filters and is an artifact of the measurements that
are expressed as the positive definite amplitude spectra determined from a Fourier Trans-
form Spectrometer. The fits in Figs. 2a-2e therefore do not have a constant term to account
for this small offset so that each Gaussian is fit with an amplitude, a peak wavelength, and a
width. Laboratory measurements of the filter passbands were sampled at 2 cm−1 (∼0.1 nm),
but these measurements were interpolated onto a finer 0.2 cm−1 grid for fitting, due to the
extreme sensitivity of the temperature measurements to the peak wavelength of the fitted
Gaussian. The smooth Gaussians are then averaged over the pixels for each channel and in
each row to determine an average peak wavelength and a relative responsivity for each chan-
nel and row. This is repeated for the daytime and nighttime configuration as well as for the
MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-B sensors at a variety of temperatures, so that there are four differ-
ent calibration files used for quantifying the sensor response of the MIGHTI observations.
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Fig. 3 Two brightness ratios of A-band emission from the three MIGHTI-A signal channels using HI-
TRAN2016 spectra at the indicated temperatures and pre-flight responsivities measured in daytime mode.
The ratios are from the fourth row of MIGHTI, which is at approximately 100 km tangent point height for
nominal viewing conditions. The brightness ratios are a strong function of temperature and wavelength as
shown, but also depend on the sensor (A or B), the mode of operation (night or day), the relative responsivity
of each channel (wavelength), and sensor row (altitude)

Figure 3 demonstrates the sensitivity of MIGHTI to typical upper atmospheric tempera-
tures at the bottom row of the MIGHTI-A sensor (nominally corresponding to a field-of-view
tangent height of 90 km). Here we have convolved the A-band with the average filter func-
tions for each signal channel and taken two channel ratios. Wavelengths indicated represent
the average at the peak of the fitted Gaussian (Fig. 2) over all the signal channel pixels. Fig-
ure 3 shows that the channel ratios can readily determine changes in the upper atmospheric
temperature. The average filter functions are applied to the HITRAN2016 output (Fig. 1)
at a variety of different temperatures to show the response of the instrument to temperature
changes in the observed atmosphere. The temperature dimension of the calibration matrices
is as shown in Fig. 3, with interpolation over 20 K steps between 100 K and 400 K and
100 K steps above 400 K. The temperature sampling is empirically determined, and results
from a balance between retrieval speed and required accuracy.

We collectively refer to the measured responsivities and wavelengths of all the MIGHTI
channels as the flat fields. We have made modifications to both the daytime and nighttime
pre-launch flat fields for MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-B channels at observed altitudes using
on-orbit observations of Rayleigh scattered light from the earth’s limb in the background
channels. These modifications will be discussed in Sect. 3.

2.2 On-Orbit Operations

The ICON satellite launched with a Pegasus XL rocket on 11 October 2019 at 01:59:45
UT and the satellite was placed into a near circular orbit with altitude ∼600 km at a 27°
inclination. The MIGHTI instrument has two telescopes, which point northward at 45° and
135° in azimuth from the velocity vector of the spacecraft (Englert et al. 2017). In this way
MIGHTI-A typically images nearly the same volume of air at the tangent point nine minutes
before MIGHTI-B. These operations enable the retrieval of the zonal and meridional winds
(Harding et al. 2017), but also allow for redundant temperature datasets at nearly the same
time and location.

Although the entire MIGHTI field of view subtends the equivalent of approximately
210 km vertically on the limb to include observations of the atomic oxygen green line and
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Fig. 4 Tangent altitude ground tracks for the bottom row of a day of MIGHTI-A (black) and MIGHTI-B
(red) images on 1 December 2020. More closely spaced images are taken during the day (30 s exposures)
and more separated images are taken during the night (60 s exposures). MIGHTI-B images are obtained
nine minutes after MIGHTI-A images at a given geographical location. There are gaps near the morning
terminator as MIGHTI switches from night operations to day operations (see text). MIGHTI is sensitive to
enhanced particle precipitation in the South Atlantic Anomaly (bottom right), rendering A-band observations
unretrievable, so these are removed from processing

red line emissions for the wind measurements (Englert et al. 2017; Harding et al. 2017), the
A-band images only subtend approximately 50 km vertically. The MIGHTI telescopes are
oriented so that the bottom of the MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-B sensors are observing at a
tangent altitude of 90 km during both daytime and nighttime operations. Retrieved daytime
and nighttime temperature profiles therefore have a minimum altitude of 90 km but the max-
imum altitude is different for daytime (127 km) and nighttime (108 km) observations, which
will be discussed in Sect. 4. The altitude registration of the tangent point for the temperature
profiles is referenced to the middle of each row. Sample tangent altitude ground tracks for
both MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-B during one day of observations are shown in Fig. 4.

During the daytime portion of each orbit, the MIGHTI aperture is partially closed so that
only approximately 15% of the light enters the pupil and the bright A-band limb emission,
which can be several megaRayleighs at 90 km (Skinner and Hays 1985; Christensen et al.
2012; Yee et al. 2012), does not saturate the sensors. This also facilitates the rejection of
bright signal from the lower atmosphere outside the field-of-view. The daytime images are
taken at a cadence of 30 s, whereas at nighttime, when the emission rates are much weaker
(e.g. Liu 2006), the aperture is completely open and the images are taken at a cadence
of 60 s. The geolocation of the images at the tangent point for the temperature profiles is
referenced to the middle of each integration time interval.

The required ICON 1σ pointing accuracy is estimated to be ±0.37 km vertically at the
tangent point (Immel et al. 2018) and on-orbit operations indicate that ICON does better
than this. The vertical sampling of each row varies from 3.1 km at 90 km to 2.9 km at
140 km for the retrieval of a temperature profile. Figure 5 shows the vertical resolution of the
MIGHTI temperature profile retrieval, obtained from convolving the laboratory-measured
point spread function with a boxcar function representing the 3 km spatial sampling of the
MIGHTI sensors (pixel binning) on the limb. The nighttime function is broader due to the
decreased imaging quality at night when the aperture is fully open. The results in Fig. 5
can be used, for example, to compare MIGHTI temperature profiles with profiles from other
instruments or models at higher vertical resolution. Note that the design and focus of the
MIGHTI optics was optimized for resolving the sinusoidal interference fringes in the wind
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Fig. 5 Averaging kernel for
MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-B,
representing how much of the
atmosphere is sampled at a
tangent altitude for day (black)
and night (red) for a single
detector row. The full-width at
half-maximum (FWHM) is
indicated for each in the bottom
right

channels (Harlander et al. 2017). As a result, the infrared channels have coarser vertical
resolution, especially in night mode when the aperture is fully open.

The instantaneous horizontal distance sampled by one IR signal channel at the tangent
point is 19.5 km. This is small compared to the horizontal smearing along the line of sight
due to the 3 km vertical sampling of the instrument (Fig. 5), which is about 400 km at the
minimum ray height as discussed in Sect. 4.1. There is also horizontal smearing along the
orbital path of the spacecraft, which is about 190 km for a daytime exposure and 380 km for
a nighttime exposure. Thus, one image of MIGHTI data has a vertical resolution of about
3 km and a horizontal resolution of about 200 km × 400 km during the day and about
400 km × 400 km at night.

ICON operates in normal science mode during the majority of the mission, where its
remote sensing instruments are observing to the northward side of the orbit track in a “local
vertical local horizontal” (LVLH) attitude. Another mode, reverse LVLH (rLVLH), con-
sists of the remote sensing instruments observing southward, so the latitudinal coverage is
roughly 42° S to 12° N instead of 12° S to 42° N. As of the time of writing, two periods
of rLVLH have been performed: one during June 14–27, 2021 and one during April 10–14,
2022. The ICON orbit is such that tangent point locations can be sampled at all LT in one
precession cycle, enabling the analysis of atmospheric processes that are diurnally driven.
At the latitude extremes near 12° S and 42° N, full diurnal coverage (one precession cycle)
is achieved in 48 days. However, for observations near the equator, both nodes of the orbit
can be used and less than a full precession cycle is sufficient (Immel et al. 2018).

Various calibrations, maneuvers, and outages occur which cause gaps in the temperature
data. These include conjugate maneuvers, calibration maneuvers for ICON’s ultraviolet in-
struments, and star tracker anomalies that caused the observatory to briefly enter safe mode.
Other situations can occur that degrade the quality of the data to the point where it is unus-
able (e.g., when the moon or sun is very close to the field-of-view, or when the spacecraft
is experiencing increased radiation in the South Atlantic Anomaly). In these cases, the data
have been either masked with fill values or completely removed from the data pipeline.

3 The MIGHTI Infrared Observations

3.1 Raw Limb Images

MIGHTI began routine limb imaging on 6 December 2019 and has been operating nearly
continuously since then. Before being passed to the temperature retrieval routines, the in-
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Fig. 6 (a) Sample of an on-orbit MIGHTI-A daytime image at the indicated UT and solar zenith angle (SZA).
The data shown are not flat fielded over pixels or over tangent altitude so that variations over the image include
variations in the relative responsivity specific to each detector. The channel boundaries used are indicated by
the vertical white dashed lines. The center wavelengths for each channel are indicated. The signals for the two
background (BG) channels at 754.2 and 780.3 nm are multiplied by 100 to bring out the structure observed.
(b) Same as Fig. 6a except a sample of a MIGHTI-B daytime image. The image is taken nine minutes after
the MIGHTI-A image in Fig. 6a so that nearly the same volume of air is observed at the tangent altitude

frared images of the O2 A-band are corrected for dark current, detector read-out bias, hot
pixels, cosmic ray event spikes, and signatures of stars in the field-of-view. The images are
converted from counts to electrons/second by accounting for the image integration time and
the camera gain. Examples of MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-B daytime images are shown in
Figs. 6a and 6b. Note that the signal in the background channels in the first and last im-
age has been multiplied by 100 to bring out the observed structure. It is notable that the
background signal is therefore over 100 times less than what is recorded in the signal chan-
nels, indicating that any off-axis stray light is effectively suppressed in the MIGHTI infrared
observations.

The images in Fig. 6 are not flat field corrected and therefore include variations of in-
strument responsivity and spectral passband across each channel that are quantified with
pre-flight laboratory measurements (Fig. 2). For each row in Figs. 6a and 6b, the signal ob-
served by the pixels within each channel is summed and multiplied by the integration time
to obtain the total signal (in electrons) that is used in the temperature retrieval. The statistical
uncertainty, or shot noise level in each signal channel is determined by the square root of
the total number of free electrons created in the detector pixels, based on standard counting
statistics.

Figures 7a and 7b show examples of MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-B nighttime images,
where the signal in the background channels is again multiplied by 100. As with the day-
time images the background is small compared to the signal, providing evidence that any
contaminating light in the signal channels is also small at nighttime. Note that the nighttime
A-band emission shows a peak near 93 km, as expected (Greer et al. 1981; Liu 2006). Also
note in Fig. 7 that there is additional emission in the 780 nm background channel for both
MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-B. This is likely due to OH(9,4) Meinel emission (Osterbrock
et al. 1996), which peaks at night and will be discussed further in Sect. 4.1 in the context of
the temperature retrieval.

3.2 Responsivity Modifications Using the Rayleigh Background

The version of the MIGHTI temperature product described herein and publicly available
at the time of this writing is “v05”. Earlier versions of the data used laboratory measured
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Fig. 7 (a) Similar to Fig. 6a except a sample of an on-orbit MIGHTI-A nighttime image at the indicated UT
and SZA. Note as with Fig. 6a the background channels at 754 nm and 780 nm have been multiplied by 100 to
bring out structure. The enhancement in the 780 nm channel is likely due to the OH(9,4) Meinel band, which
is primarily produced at night (see text). (b) Similar to Fig. 6b except a sample of a MIGHTI-B nighttime
image

responsivity and passband wavelengths for each of the three signal channels and the two
background channels. Although these earlier versions provided temperature profiles from
MIGHTI-A, most of the MIGHTI-B data, including all of the MIGHTI-B nighttime data,
was not released because it did not provide a solution that was consistent with MIGHTI-A.
Even for the MIGHTI-A data, earlier versions only used two of the three available sig-
nal channels for the temperature retrievals, and for these earlier versions a single common
wavelength shift to all channels at all tangent altitudes needed to be introduced to yield tem-
peratures that were consistent with previously published, empirical climatologies. The lack
of self-consistency within the MIGHTI dataset when analyzed using the pre-flight calibra-
tion data indicated that the responsivity and/or the channel wavelengths had changed. The
responsivity of the MIGHTI channels may have changed during the more than three years
long time period between the pre-flight calibration (June 2016) and launch (October 2019).
Furthermore, a re-assessment of the channel center wavelengths that were available from
pre-flight laboratory measurements showed that they were not of sufficient accuracy to be
used as an absolute standard.

Although it was evident early on that modifications to the laboratory measured flat field
calibrations were required for the on-orbit data, a persistent ambiguity results from the fact
that a modification in a channel passband is correlated with a modification in a filter trans-
mittance (channel responsivity). Given that there are two sensors, two modes of operation
(day and night), and three different signal channels, a clear path to a self-consistent solution
for all of the MIGHTI infrared observations was not obvious. To solve this problem, we
looked for infrared light sources on-orbit.

One source of on-orbit background light is the broad band, bright, and well understood
Rayleigh scattered solar background. The advantage of a broad band source in the context
of the MIGHTI flat fields is that small variations in channel wavelengths, crucial in the tem-
perature retrieval using the spectrally structured A-band, are much less important. Although
any observations of Rayleigh scattered light would be mixed with A-band observations in
the signal channels, the two background channels can serve to calibrate the relative spectral
variation using the well-known spectral shape of Rayleigh scattered light in the daytime. A
modification of the signal channel responsivities can be made by assuming a linear variation
over the pixels corresponding to the passbands shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Such a linear respon-
sivity change would be consistent with, e.g. a linear change in filter transmittance due to a
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contamination event, or a linear illumination gradient in the pre-launch calibration measure-
ments. Once the relative responsivities are re-calibrated, channel center wavelengths can be
modified so that the three signal channels yield a self-consistent temperature profile between
channels and the two MIGHTI sensors.

The modifications made to the responsivity and the channel center wavelengths based
on these on-orbit measurements are described below in three sections. The first section de-
scribes the daytime responsivity modifications based on observations of Rayleigh scattered
sunlight in the background channels obtained early in the mission. The second section de-
scribes the nighttime responsivity modifications based on special daytime operations allow-
ing for Rayleigh scattered sunlight in the background channels with the MIGHTI aperture
fully open in a “night” configuration. The third section describes the channel center wave-
length modifications that enable a self-consistent solution for all three signal channels of
MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-B.

3.2.1 Responsivity Modifications: Daytime Mode

Our on-orbit modification of the pre-launch responsivity measurements is informed by the
observed ratio of Rayleigh scattered light in the MIGHTI background channels compared
to the expected ratio. Using the OSIRIS instrument on the Odin satellite, earlier limb ob-
servations at these wavelengths around the A-band by Llewellyn et al. (2004) found a limb
radiance ratio of about 1.3 for 754.2 nm/780.3 nm near 60 km tangent altitude. In the near
IR near 60 km OSIRIS limb observations are affected by off-axis stray light, which may
affect this value (Sheese et al. 2010). Nonetheless, this ratio is consistent with the Moder-
ate spectral resolution atmospheric Transmittance algorithm and computer model (MOD-
TRAN) calculations by Llewellyn et al. of limb radiance ratios for the same wavelengths up
to 90 km tangent altitude. The ratio of single scattered Rayleigh scattered light is that of the
incoming solar irradiance, modified by the wavelength dependence of Rayleigh scattering.
From the solar irradiances reported by Thuillier et al. (2003), the solar irradiance ratio for
754 nm/780 nm is 1.097. Applying an expected Rayleigh scattering wavelength dependence
of 1/λ4 we calculate an expected ratio of 1.257, which is within about 3% of the Lewellyn
et al. results from both OSIRIS and MODTRAN. We use this expected value of 1.257 to in-
form our observations of the ratio of Rayleigh scattered sunlight in the MIGHTI background
channels at these same wavelengths.

On 2 November 2019 ICON was in early mission operations, during which the MIGHTI
field of view was oriented such that the bottom row of the imaging sensors was observing a
tangent altitude of 73–77 km rather than the operational tangent altitude of 90 km. Although
a correction to the pointing was made before normal operations started on 6 December,
these early operations allowed for the detection of bright Rayleigh scattered sunlight in
both MIGHTI infrared background channels of both sensors during the daytime portion of
each orbit. The raw limb images obtained during these early mission operations were dark
subtracted, gain corrected and divided by the exposure time. This is the same procedure used
in normal operations to bring the infrared images to Level 1 (L1) and it results in signal
levels for each pixel in the infrared channels in units of electrons/second. Figures 8a and 8b
show the background limb signal from the daytime images for MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-B,
respectively on 2 November 2019. Here we limit our analysis to solar zenith angles less than
70° to avoid effects near the terminator, where a rapidly changing solar zenith angle along
the line of sight could influence the channel ratios. The profile for each image as well as the
average is shown for both the 754.2 nm background channel and the 780.3 nm background
channel. It can immediately be seen that the ratio between them changes with altitude and
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Fig. 8 (a) MIGHTI-A images showing the Rayleigh scattered limb signal in the two background channels at
754.2 nm and 780.3 nm on 2 November 2019. The images are taken during the day with the bottom of the
sensors at 73 km (MIGHTI-A) or 77 km (MIGHTI-B). The data are selected to avoid the terminator (<70°
SZA) and the integration time (t) for each image is shown in the bottom left. The average of all the images is
overplotted in dark blue (780.3 nm) and light blue (754.2 nm). (b) Same as Fig. 8a but for MIGHTI-B

that the limb signal at 754.2 nm is not always larger than at 780.3 nm. This evidence supports
our earlier conclusion that the pre-launch calibrations need to be modified.

We note here that the observed signal in Fig. 8 approaches a constant value near the
top of the images (∼110 km), suggesting that another contribution to the signal other than
Rayleigh scattering may be dominating the observations there (e.g. stray light within the
instrument). We do not subtract any background from the profiles shown in Fig. 8, which
could affect our analysis near the top of the images. However, our v05 temperature retrievals
do not report results for the top ∼10 km of our images as we will show in Sect. 4, so that
the departure from the expected behavior is largely avoided when the bottom of the field
of view is at 90 km tangent altitude, as is typical. With this in mind, we proceed with our
daytime responsivity modifications.

Next, the Rayleigh scattering observations in the background channels shown in Fig. 8
are analyzed based how their signal ratio compares to what is expected. Figures 9a and 9b
show the ratio of the signal in the two background channels over all altitudes observed for
MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-B, respectively. In Fig. 9 we have removed profiles in Figs. 8a and
8b that are outliers and could bias the result, where this removal of profiles is based on the
average and the scatter about the mean. Also shown in Fig. 9 is the ratio of the pre-launch
responsivities as measured in the laboratory as well as the expected ratio observed, which is
found by multiplying the ratio of responsivities by the Rayleigh scattering ratio calculated
above. Although there is reasonable agreement at the very bottom rows for MIGHTI-A, the
differences become larger at higher altitudes so that the observed ratio is about a factor of
two lower than expected at the top. For MIGHTI-B the observed ratio is about a factor of
two lower than expected at all altitudes.

Using the ratios in Fig. 9, Figs. 10a and 10b show how the responsivity for each of the
five channels for MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-B is changed so that they are consistent with the
Rayleigh scattering ratio measured on-orbit. We are only concerned with relative changes
across the five channels so we reference the changes to the background channel at 780.3 nm.
In this calculation we assume that the variation between the two background channels is
linear with pixel location on the sensor (see Figs. 6 and 7) to calculate the correction in
the signal channels between the two background channels. For comparison, we have added
results from another day of data when the MIGHTI line-of-sight was pitched low on 29
October 2019 and the results are very similar to 2 November 2019. The approach we use
to retrieve temperatures is to model the emergent limb signal given our best understanding
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Fig. 9 (a) Ratio of the background signals shown for MIGHTI-A in Fig. 8a. The average ratios are overplotted
in light blue. The ratio of the mean responsivities measured in the laboratory prior to launch is shown in
dashed dark blue and these values are multiplied by the calculated Rayleigh scattering ratio (1.257) and
shown in solid red. The red curve therefore represents the expected ratio of Rayleigh scattered light observed
by MIGHTI-A, whereas the light blue curve indicates the average ratio observed on-orbit. (b) Same as Fig. 9a
but for MIGHTI-B

Fig. 10 (a) Calculated responsivity change applied to those measured pre-flight for MIGHTI-A daytime
conditions, using the averaged results from Fig. 9a on 2 November 2019 and linearly interpolating over
pixels to the three signal channels at 760 nm, 763 nm, and 765 nm. The relative changes are referenced to the
780 nm channel. They are plotted vs. sensor row on the left-hand axis and approximate tangent altitude for
typical MIGHTI operations on the right-hand axis, where the bottom row is at 90 km tangent altitude. These
scale factors are used to modify the pre-flight measured responsivities of each channel. For comparison,
results from another day of observations for the two background channels on 29 October 2019 are shown as
the black dashed line. (b) Same as Fig. 10a except for MIGHTI-B daytime conditions

of the instrument, including the responsivity modifications shown in Fig. 10. To that end,
we multiply the pre-flight measured responsivities in daytime operating conditions with the
scale factors shown in Figs. 10a and 10b.

3.2.2 Responsivity Modifications: Nighttime Mode

Quantifying the response of MIGHTI to Rayleigh scattered sunlight under nighttime operat-
ing conditions required special operations. Because the aperture is typically completely open
for nighttime operations to observe the weaker A-band emission then, the sensors would sat-
urate if operated in nominal nighttime operations during the day. To avoid this problem, two
orbits of MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-B observations were obtained for which the aperture was
fully open during the day, but the integration time was reduced from the nominal 60 s to 2 s,
so that the detectors would not saturate. The observation of Rayleigh scattered light with a
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Fig. 11 (a) MIGHTI-A images showing the Rayleigh scattered limb signal at 754.2 nm and 780.3 nm for the
two orbits of daytime data collected using the nighttime aperture setting on 22 March 2021. The integration
time for these observations was reduced to 2 s from the nominal 60 s for nighttime operations to avoid
saturation effects. Results from individual images are shown and the average of all of them is overplotted
in dark blue (780.3 nm) and light blue (754.2 nm). The observations were made with the MIGHTI aperture
completely open (“Night” configuration) and the integration time reduced to 2 s from 60 s to avoid sensor
saturation. (b) Same as Fig. 11a but for MIGHTI-B

nighttime aperture setting during the day also avoids any possible contamination by the OH
Meinel bands in this spectral region (see Fig. 7), because the Meinel band emission is weak
during the day compared to the A-Band emission (Yee et al. 1997; Marsh et al. 2006). These
data were obtained on 22 March 2021 and processed to L1 as described in Sect. 3.2.1.

Figures 11a and 11b show the average limb signal obtained from the MIGHTI-A and
MIGHTI-B sensors in the background channels while observing the atmosphere during the
daytime with the instrument operating in nighttime mode. We note here that even though
the MIGHTI integration time was only 2 s, the cadence of the images acquired over the two
orbits is still 30 s, which is nominal for daytime operations. The limb signal decreases expo-
nentially with increasing altitude except at the bottom and at the top of the images. A change
in slope is seen at about 110 km, which was similarly observed during the observations of
Rayleigh scattered light in the MIGHTI daytime configuration as discussed in Sect. 3.2.1.
Although this suggests that Rayleigh scattering is not dominating the signal in this region,
our nighttime temperature profiles are not reported above 108 km so this behavior is again
avoided in the reported temperatures. Below 90 km the signal has the opposite behavior than
expected from Rayleigh scattering likely due to vignetting at the lowest altitudes near the
edge of the sensor.

Figures 12a and 12b show profiles of the MIGHTI signal ratios for the average back-
ground limb signals shown in Figs. 11a and 11b. These profiles are nearly constant with
altitude for both sensors, despite the fact that the raw signal profiles exhibit an exponen-
tial decrease with altitude in Fig. 11. As for the daytime Rayleigh scattered observations in
Fig. 9, these ratios are significantly smaller than expected from the pre-launch calibration.

Using the ratios in Fig. 12, Fig. 13 shows how the responsivity of each of the MIGHTI
channels is changed so that they are consistent with the Rayleigh scattering ratio observed
on-orbit. The results are again referenced to the 780.3 nm background channel and again
interpolated linearly based on the location of each signal channel in pixel space, as was
done in Fig. 10 for the daytime configuration.

3.2.3 Wavelength Modifications

Once the responsivity modifications are implemented for both sensors and for both modes
of operation, we focus on the calibration of the signal channel wavelengths. These were
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Fig. 12 (a) Ratio of the signal shown for MIGHTI-A observations in “Night” configuration from Fig. 11a,
where the observations are made during the day with the indicated shorter integration time. The different
curves are analogous to what is shown in Fig. 9a, where the red curve indicates the expected ratio and the light
blue curve shows the average observed ratio. (b) Same as Fig. 12a but for MIGHTI-B in “Night” configuration

Fig. 13 (a) Calculated responsivity change to the pre-flight measured values for MIGHTI-A “Night” configu-
ration, using the results from Fig. 12a at each row (tangent altitude) sampled by the sensor for typical viewing
conditions, where the bottom row is at 90 km tangent altitude. The changes to the three signal channels at
760 nm, 763 nm, and 765 nm are linearly interpolated over pixels between the background channels. The
relative changes are referenced to the 780 nm channel. (b) Same as Fig. 10a except for MIGHTI-B “Night”
configuration

also measured during pre-flight calibration measurements. Unlike the Rayleigh scattering
observations discussed above, the A-band temperature retrieval is extremely sensitive to the
wavelength registration of the signal channels, due to the discrete lines populating the A-
band emission spectrum (Fig. 1). The modifications to the three signal channel wavelengths
were made so that all three channels in MIGHTI-A and, independently, MIGHTI-B yielded
a self-consistent solution.

The approach to these wavelength adjustments is as follows. First, we employed a com-
mon wavelength shift to all signal channels and all rows by the same amount. Second, we
further modified the wavelengths as a function of row (altitude) for all three signal channels
by the same amount for each row on each sensor so that they yielded as close to a consistent
solution for the limb signal as possible. Third, we modified the wavelengths for all rows by
the same amount but in opposite directions for the first (760 nm) and third (765 nm) signal
channels to optimize the agreement of the three signal channels. Throughout this process,
we ensured that the temperature at the bottom of the profiles near 90 km was very close
(within 10 K) to that from the Mass Spectrometer Incoherent Scatter radar empirical model
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Fig. 14 (a) Center wavelengths measured pre-flight (dashed) and adopted for the MIGHTI-A daytime chan-
nels in v05 (solid). Each signal channel is shown at 760 nm (black), 763 nm (red), and 765 nm (blue). The
range on each x-axis is 2 nm, which approximately represents the full-width at half-maximum of each fil-
ter passband (see Fig. 2). The wavelength modifications shown for v05 allow for a self-consistent solution
between all three signal channels. (b) Same as Fig. 14a except for the MIGHTI-B daytime channels

(MSIS 2.0) because of the widespread agreement between satellite and ground-based tem-
perature observations at this lowest altitude observed by the MIGHTI sensors (Emmert et al.
2020). A more quantitative comparison against existing datasets is presented in Sect. 5.

The results of the above modifications, along with the pre-flight wavelength calibrations,
are shown in Fig. 14a for MIGHTI-A day and 14b for MIGHTI-B day. They are typically
less than 0.5 nm at all rows (altitudes). To show the improvement of forward-modeled so-
lutions to the data, we compute a forward solution for each channel and show the ratio of
data/model for all three channels in Fig. 15a for MIGHTI-A day and Fig. 15b for MIGHTI-
B day. These are all very close to unity at all altitudes, indicating that all channel signals are
consistent with the same solution for temperature. Also shown in Fig. 15 are the solutions
using the pre-flight flatfields with no modifications for comparison. Details on the forward
model are discussed in the next section.

Figures 16a and 16b show the wavelength modifications made to the MIGHTI-A night-
time and MIGHTI-B nighttime signal channels. Pre-flight derived channel center wave-
lengths are also shown. Figures 17a and 17b show the comparison of data and retrieved
forward solutions both with and without the flat field adjustments, analogous to Figs. 15a
and 15b in the daytime. Again, the improvement to the solution for MIGHTI-A nighttime
is significant in Fig. 17a. We note here that a self-consistent solution of the three signal
channels for MIGHTI-B night could not be found so we modified the wavelengths of those
channels so that the retrieved temperatures at night were consistent with MIGHTI-A at night.
Therefore, although the three MIGHTI-B night channels agree well below 95 km in Fig. 17b,
above this altitude the forward solutions diverge. However, the retrieved temperatures and
their variability are consistent with MIGHTI-A night, as we will show in the next section.

The channel center wavelengths shown in Figs. 14 and 16 are determined for typical
LVLH operations when MIGHTI-A views 45° in azimuth from the satellite ram direction
and MIGHTI-B views 45° in azimuth from the wake direction. As discussed in Sect. 2.2,
ICON is occasionally yawed so that the lines of sight for MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-B are
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Fig. 15 (a) Ratio of the limb data to forward modeled signal for MIGHTI-A daytime observations using
the preflight responsivities and channel center wavelengths are shown as the dashed lines for the three sig-
nal channels. An optimal fit to the data at 760 nm (black), 763 nm (red), and 765 nm (blue) would show
Data/Model=1.0 at all altitudes. Following the modifications to responsivities and wavelengths, the ratio of
the observed signal and retrieved signal is shown as the solid lines. The data represent the average over one
orbit of observations on 8 April 2020. (b) Same as Fig. 15a except for MIGHTI-B daytime data

Fig. 16 (a) Same as Fig. 14a except channel center wavelengths for the MIGHTI-A nighttime. (b) Same as
Fig. 15a except for the MIGHTI-B nighttime

directed southward instead of northward. In this rLVLH configuration the view directions
of MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-B are reversed with respect to the satellite ram direction. Un-
der these conditions, we find that a small correction needs to be made to the MIGHTI-A
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Fig. 17 (a) Same as Fig. 15a except for MIGHTI-A night. (b) Same as Fig. 15b except for MIGHTI-B night.
A self-consistent solution with MIGHTI-B night was not possible so the wavelengths for the signal channels
were modified so that the MIGHTI-B nighttime temperatures agreed to the MIGHTI-A nighttime temperature
on average

and MIGHTI-B channel wavelengths and in opposite directions to account for the differ-
ent Doppler shift caused by the projection of the satellite velocity onto the view directions.
This was verified during rLVLH operations in June 2021, producing much better agreement
between MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-B retrieved temperatures.

3.2.4 Other Possible Contaminating Features

Limb observations by the Remote Atmospheric and Ionospheric Detection System (RAIDS)
by Christensen et al. (2012) revealed no evidence of contaminating features within the pass-
bands of the MIGHTI infrared channels shown in Fig. 2. Indeed, the MIGHTI data shown in
Figs. 6 and 7 reveal no significant evidence of contaminants within the signal or background
channels. However, small contributions that are masked by the bright A-band signal could
in principle affect the temperature retrieval. Slanger et al. (2017) suggested that the N2 first
positive group (1PG) B3�(3)-A3�(1) band near 763 nm could contribute to the determina-
tion of temperature using the A-band in this spectral region. In a pre-launch study using the
MIGHTI specifications, Stevens et al. (2018) estimated that this band could affect MIGHTI
retrieved temperatures by up to 10 K at 140 km if all of the N2 1PG (3,1) band emission
were in the middle signal channel at 763 nm, with no other 1PG emission contributing.
The estimated effect on retrieved temperature at 90 km in this extreme case was less than
2 K. Here we better quantify this effect with a band model and expected dayglow radiances
throughout the A-band spectral region using our improved flat fields.

For this analysis we use the Atmospheric Ultraviolet Radiance Integrated Code (AURIC;
Strickland et al. 1999) to explicitly quantify the distribution of N2 1PG emission within all
the MIGHTI channels and at all observed altitudes. The excitation of N2 1PG is calculated
from photoelectron impact and Fig. 18 shows the results for limb emission at a tangent
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Fig. 18 Calculated limb emission of the O2 A-band and the N2 1PG system looking toward a tangent altitude
of 99 km. The total A Band radiance is 4.4 MR, consistent with the observations of Skinner and Hays (1985)
and is calculated using a temperature of 174 K. The N2 1PG (3,1) band is indicated by the emission from
755763 nm and the band from 767775 nm is the (2,0) band. The N2 1PG bands are calculated for the same
conditions as the A-band. Both spectra are binned at 0.1 nm resolution. A-band emission in signal channels
indicated at the top at 760, 763, and 765 nm is at least two orders of magnitude brighter than N2 1PG.
MIGHTI background channels are at 754.2 nm and 780.1 nm, where N2 1PG radiances are weak

altitude of 99 km. Solar fluorescence is not included here but is not expected to be important
since the transition terminates on the A state of N2 rather than the ground state. Figure 18
shows that N2 1PG emission appears in all signal channels at 760 nm, 763 nm, and 765 nm.
As shown in the figure, this emission is small compared to the A-band limb emission at
99 km, which is several MegaRayleighs (Skinner and Hays 1985). N2 1 PG emission in the
MIGHTI background channels at 754.2 and 780.1 nm are located is even weaker.

By calculating the N2 1PG emission in each signal channel and distributing the A-band
limb emission observed by Skinner and Hays into the three MIGHTI signal channels using
an MSIS temperature profile (Emmert et al. 2020) consistent with the indicated conditions,
we find a ratio of N2 1PG limb emission to A-band emission as a function of altitude. This
N2 1PG contribution is less than 3% for all channels at and below 125 km. We reduced
the emission in each of the channels by the estimated amount for each altitude and find
that the N2 1PG system affects the retrieved MIGHTI temperatures by less than 1 K at all
observed altitudes below 120 km. This effect is small because the N2 1PG system emission
is distributed between all three channels so that the resulting change in the channel ratios is
reduced.

We also used AURIC to determine the potential contribution from any other emission
features within the MIGHTI channels shown in Fig. 18. We found a small amount of emis-
sion near 99 km due to N+

2 Meinel bands, but the amount was less than 1% of the value
calculated for N2 1PG for the same altitude so that its effect on retrieved temperatures is
negligible.

The emissions of the hydroxyl (OH) Meinel bands, which peak in the upper mesosphere
at night near 88 km altitude (e.g. Liu and Shepherd 2006) are not included in these AURIC
calculations. Some of the relatively weak (4,0) Meinel band is observed from the ground
within the MIGHTI signal and background channels (Osterbrock et al. 1996). We calculated
the OH Meinel spectrum at 200 K from HITRAN2016 (Gordon et al. 2017) and scaled
the relative intensities of the v′ = 4 progression to the (4,2) band (Harrison and Vallance
Jones 1957). By converting the overhead (4,0) radiance to a limb geometry and comparing
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to the expected nighttime A-Band (0,0) nighttime limb emission, we found that the relative
contribution is similar for all MIGHTI signal channels above 90 km and is consistently 1% or
less, which is less than that determined from the N2 1PG emission above and therefore does
not significantly affect the temperature retrievals. The potential effects of the OH Meinel
(9,4) band in the 780 nm background channel at night described in Sect. 3.1 is discussed
more quantitatively in the next Section in the context of the temperature retrieval.

4 The MIGHTI Temperature Retrieval

Previous work by Stevens et al. (2018) used pre-flight specifications of MIGHTI and the
known MLT emission rate profile of the A (0,0) band to show that simulated temperature
retrievals were consistent with measurement requirements for the ICON mission (Immel
et al. 2018). By contrast, in this Section we use the on-orbit modifications to the respon-
sivities and channel center wavelengths presented in Sect. 3 to describe the MIGHTI v05
operational temperature retrieval and show a sampling of the results obtained to date. One
important advance compared to the pre-flight study of Stevens et al. is that we now treat
observations from the MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-B sensors separately.

4.1 The Forward Model

The approach to the operational retrieval is to find a temperature profile for each observed
MIGHTI image (A or B, day or night) that is a least-squares best fit to the observed A-band
limb signal in all three signal channels. The vibrational distribution of the O2

1� molecules
are in local thermodynamic equilibrium up to about 120 km in both daytime and nighttime
(Yee et al. 2012; Slanger et al. 2003) so that the rotational distribution accurately represents
the ambient neutral temperature at the observed tangent altitude of MIGHTI.

As illustrated schematically in Fig. 19, for each limb image MIGHTI simultaneously
detects the emergent emission from tangent altitudes between about 90 km and 140 km. In
order to retrieve the local temperature at a particular tangent altitude, contributions of the
signal from all altitudes above the tangent altitude are quantified and removed. The discrete
path integral that defines each tangent altitude as a layer is explicitly calculated from the top
layer n to tangent layer j is given by

Rj (T ,λc) = 2V [Tn (λc)]dsn,j + 2
j∑

i=n−1

V [Ti (λc)]dsi,j (1)

where R is the total signal along the line of sight at tangent layer j , V is the volume emission
rate at each layer along the line of sight, Ti is the temperature at each layer i, λc is the signal
channel wavelength, and dsi is the path length at each layer along the line of sight through
the atmosphere from the satellite to the tangent point. The factor of two is included in both
terms on the right hand side of Eq. (1) to account for both the near and far field contributions
along the line of sight, given that the emission is optically thin. The top layer n is treated
differently than the other layers in Eq. (1) as discussed below. Figure 19 is not to scale but
demonstrates that the 3 km vertical resolution of the observations translates into a much
larger horizontal smearing along the line-of-sight, which is about 400 km for the MIGHTI
temperature observations. We start from the top of each image and determine the signal
and temperature for each layer below that sequentially, under the assumption of spherical
symmetry along each line of sight as shown in Fig. 19.
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Fig. 19 Schematic representation
of the observational geometry
informing the temperature
retrieval showing the
line-of-sight through discrete,
spherically symmetric layers and
through a tangent layer j . The
emergent limb signal observed by
MIGHTI is given by Rj (T ,λc)

and represents contributions from
tangent layer j and all layers
above it

Special consideration must be given to the top layer observed (layer n in Eq. (1)), as
it also contains information from all altitudes above it, which are not explicitly observed.
This is particularly important during daytime operations when the emission has a large scale
height and extends beyond the top layer that is observed by MIGHTI. For this top layer,
we calculate an emission scale height for each signal channel separately and a Chapman
function (Brasseur and Solomon 1986) to estimate this contribution, i.e.

dsn,n(λc) =
√

πR (zn)Hn(λc)

2
(2)

where Hn(λc) is the scale height at the top of the emission profile for each signal channel λc

(760 nm, 763 nm, or 765 nm), and R(zn) is the radial distance from the center of the earth
at the top layer. The scale height is calculated for each channel from a fit to the signal at the
top four tangent altitudes.

Another consideration is the contribution from the upper, unobserved layers when
MIGHTI is looking below the highest tangent altitude in the field of view (dsn,j ; n �= j ).
This contribution is smaller than the highest tangent altitude contribution (dsn,n). The cal-
culation for these path lengths is done numerically using an MSIS temperature profile that
extends to the exosphere and a simulated A-band volume emission rate (Stevens et al. 2018).
We find that the relative weighting of the Chapman function is reduced by more than factor
of 10 when looking below tangent altitudes of 110 km during the day.

The approximation for the effective path length of the top tangent layer described in
Eq. (2) (dsn,n) assumes a constant scale height above the top layer, which is not necessarily
a good assumption for the lower thermosphere. To estimate the uncertainty introduced by
this assumption, we have considered two extreme cases of exospheric temperatures using
the MSIS empirical model (Emmert et al. 2020). We ran a forward model of emission with
a lower exospheric temperature and compared against a profile with a higher exospheric
temperature. The differences at the tangent altitude are about 7 K at 125 km but 1 K or less
at 110 km and below. This is included in the altitude dependent bias uncertainties reported
for the MIGHTI temperature product. The above uncertainties are significantly mitigated
in the operational temperature product because the daytime retrievals begin at the top layer
near 140 km whereas the reported temperature profiles begin at the first layer below 127 km.

Figures 20a and 20b show sample daytime limb profiles for the three signal channels and
their corresponding statistical uncertainties, as well as the background signal that has been
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Fig. 20 (a) Limb observations from the three MIGHTI-A signal channels during daytime from the same
sample image as Fig. 6 on 8 April 2020 (solid lines). The wavelength of each of the signal channels is
indicated by color in the upper right and background signals at 754 nm and 780 nm are also shown. The
retrieved signals for the same image are shown as the closed circles, which are nearly identical to observations
for each channel. Signal precision for each tangent altitude is shown with the dashed lines. (b) Same as
Fig. 20a except for a MIGHTI-B daytime image on the same day

Fig. 21 (a) Limb observations from the three MIGHTI-A signal channels during nighttime from same sample
image as Fig. 7 on 8 April 2020 (solid lines) along with background signals at 754 and 780 nm. The retrieved
signals are shown as the closed circles. Signal precision is shown with the dashed lines. (b) Same as Fig. 21a
except for a MIGHTI-B nighttime image on the same day

subtracted. For each MIGHTI image, the limb signal is calculated for each channel and each
tangent altitude according to Eq. (1) so that the forward solution matches the data best, using
the least squares metric. This is done using an initial guess for temperature and iterations un-
til an optimal fit is found for all signal channels using a Levenberg-Marquardt least-squares
fitting procedure (Markwardt 2009) with no regularization. Examples of retrieval results
from one MIGHTI-A and one MIGHTI-B daytime image are shown in Figs. 20a and 20b,
respectively. The agreement between the model solution (closed circles) and the data (solid
lines) is very good for each signal channel and each tangent altitude, which demonstrates
that the signal from the three channels within each sensor represent a self-consistent solu-
tion.

Similar examples for a MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-B nighttime images are shown in
Figs. 21a and 21b, respectively. The agreement between the observed and retrieved sig-
nal is very good for MIGHTI-A nighttime. As discussed in Sect. 2, the agreement is not as
good for MIGHTI-B nighttime at the upper tangent altitudes, but the retrieval nonetheless
finds a best fit, using all three channels. As discussed in Sect. 3.1, the nighttime background
channel at 780 nm is likely detecting some of the OH(9,4) Meinel band at the bottom of
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the profiles in Fig. 21 (Yee et al. 1997), but the emission is still very weak compared to
the A-band emission in the signal channels. The contribution from the OH(9,4) band to the
780 nm background channel is minimized by the narrow filter (Fig. 2e) that only samples a
small portion (<10%) of the OH(9,4) band and does not significantly affect the temperature
(<1 K) when comparing against a retrieval using only the 754 nm signal as a background.

There are some limitations to the approach discussed above. The A (0,0) band becomes
optically thick in the upper mesosphere (Yee et al. 2012) and there is also on-orbit evidence
that the responsivity and/or the channel center wavelengths at the bottom row of the sensors
are not as well characterized as those rows above. These limitations become important below
the lowest altitude required for the MIGHTI temperature retrieval (90 km; Englert et al.
2017) but we have nonetheless removed all retrieved temperatures below 88 km, in order to
limit any such potential biases.

We begin all retrievals at the top layer observed, provided there is a signal that is bright
enough to infer a temperature. However, due to the lower volume emission rates for the A
(0,0) band at night, we have empirically determined that those retrieved profiles are unreli-
able above 108 km for MIGHTI-A and 106 km for MIGHTI-B due to insufficient signal, and
we have removed these results from the v05 product. The lack of observations above 140 km
during daytime affects the retrieval near the top as discussed and we have furthermore em-
pirically determined that MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-B temperatures are not self-consistent
above 127 km so we have also removed these results from the v05 product.

In addition, and as discussed in Sect. 2.2, when MIGHTI transitions from nighttime op-
erations (aperture 100% open) to daytime operations (aperture about 15% open), and vice
versa, there are images that saturate the detectors due to brighter daytime A-band emission
in the field of view. All images are tested for saturation and removed from processing and
those near the terminator are particularly susceptible to this effect. These saturated images
are removed from the data pipeline and not processed, leaving some short data gaps at this
time of day.

MIGHTI images are also susceptible to enhanced particle precipitation within the South
Atlantic Anomaly, as discussed in Sect. 2.2. Such an environment often compromises the
temperature retrieval. In order to address this problem, we use a data driven, empirical ap-
proach to finding the contaminated images. We assemble the MIGHTI limb signals from
each channel in 3° solar zenith angle bins for each day and test each image for outliers. If a
measured signal is more than 5σ above the mean within that bin in any of the channels, then
that image is removed from processing. This removes any outliers, and the images removed
are clustered near the South Atlantic Anomaly (see Fig. 4).

4.2 Retrieved Temperature Profiles

In this Section, we use the retrieval for an entire day of images from 8 April 2020 for
both MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-B and compare the temperature profiles to check for self-
consistency in the two datasets. For this comparison, we separate daytime and nighttime
data and we also only select data for which MIGHTI-B images are taken nine minutes after
MIGHTI-A images to ensure that the two sensors are measuring nearly the same volume
of air at the tangent altitude. With this constraint, Fig. 22a shows all MIGHTI-A and all
MIGHTI-B daytime temperature profiles for 8 April. The daytime profiles in Fig. 22a are
assembled without regard to latitude or LT because the emphasis of the figure is to compare
concurrent results from the two sensors. Due to the large amount of variability in the tem-
perature profiles, we have also overplotted the averages of each as dashed lines in Fig. 22a.
For all temperature retrievals we remove profiles for which any tangent point temperature is
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Fig. 22 (a) A day of temperature profiles at all observed latitudes and daytime LT for MIGHTI-A (black)
and MIGHTI-B (red). For all of these profiles MIGHTI-B is measuring nearly the same volume of air at the
tangent point as MIGHTI-A but nine minutes later. Miss distances at the tangent point are less than 150 km.
The average of these is shown as green for MIGHTI-A and blue dashed for MIGHTI-B. (b) The difference
of the MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-B averages (MTA-MTB) in Fig. 22a. Also overplotted are daily daytime
differences from 3 other days, each 6 months apart. The estimated uncertainty (black dashed lines) is the
addition of MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-B bias uncertainties

Fig. 23 (a) Average statistical (solid) and estimated bias (dashed) uncertainties for daytime MIGHTI-A and
MIGHTI-B observations. The estimated bias uncertainty is due to uncertainty in MIGHTI flat fields (all
altitudes) as well as the uncertainty in the contributions from above the top layer of the retrievals (above
∼110 km), which start near 140 km. The uncertainties are averaged over the indicated day. (b) Same as
Fig. 23a except for nighttime observations

below 100 K or above 1000 K to avoid introducing outliers that could bias the averages. As
stated in Sect. 2, MIGHTI tangent point latitudes nominally extend to 42° N so it does not
sample the polar summer mesopause, where temperatures can sometimes approach 100 K.

We subtract the average MIGHTI-B daytime profile in Fig. 22a from the average
MIGHTI-A profile and show the result in Fig. 22b. Also plotted are differences in the daily
averages in six month increments starting from 8 April 2020 (8 October 2020, 8 April 2021,
and 8 October 2021). Figure 22b demonstrates that the differences between the MIGHTI-A
and MIGHTI-B average daytime temperature profiles show similar structure over a year. In-
deed, it is these differences that help inform our estimation of the bias uncertainties, which
are shown in Fig. 23a for MIGHTI-A and Fig. 23b for MIGHTI-B along with the average
statistical uncertainty for each image. The MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-B differences are less
than 7 K from 90 to 105 km and very close to the combined estimated bias uncertainties of
the two measurements, which are added and overplotted in Fig. 22b. At the lower altitudes
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Fig. 24 (a) Same as Fig. 22a except for nighttime conditions. The average of these is shown as green for
MIGHTI-A and blue dashed for MIGHTI-B. (b) Same as Fig. 22b except for nighttime conditions

Fig. 25 (a) MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-B daytime temperatures from Fig. 22a interpolated to 100 km altitude
and compared. They are in excellent agreement and the correlation coefficient is 0.94. (b) A profile showing
MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-B (MTA vs MTB) daytime temperature correlations

the difference is dominated by the uncertainty in the flat fields (3 K for each measurement
at all altitudes) and at the upper altitudes (>110 km) the bias is dominated by uncertainties
in the temperatures above the highest observed tangent height, which are not measured, as
discussed in Sect. 4.1.

Figure 24a shows the same comparison except for nighttime measurements. There are
fewer profiles than for daytime conditions in Fig. 22 primarily because the integration time
at night is twice as long as during the day. Figure 24b shows the difference between the
averages, as well as the nighttime averages from three other days, spaced six months apart.
Again, the differences are repeatable and generally within the estimated bias uncertainties.

Of particular relevance to the overarching science goals of ICON is the MLT temperature
variability. To this end we directly compare the daytime temperatures from Fig. 22a inter-
polated to 100 km altitude in a scatterplot and show the result in Fig. 25a. It is evident that
the MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-B temperatures at this altitude are very similar with a very
high correlation coefficient of 0.94. We also show a profile of correlation coefficients at all
altitudes in Fig. 25b and, for the primary science region for MIGHTI from 90-105 km, they
are all above 0.9.

Figure 26a shows the nighttime temperatures from Fig. 24a interpolated to 100 km alti-
tude and compared again. Like the daytime temperatures, the correlation between the two is
excellent (r=0.94). The altitude profile of the correlation coefficients is similarly very good
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Fig. 26 (a) Same as Fig. 25a but for MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-B nighttime temperatures. (b) Same as Fig. 25b
but for nighttime temperatures

from 90-105 km. Figures 22–26 together demonstrate that MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-B tem-
peratures are not only in good absolute agreement, but are both measuring similar variations
in the atmosphere. We next compare against extant observations from other instruments.

5 Comparison with Other Temperature Observations

5.1 Comparison with Satellite Observations

Currently, the most comprehensive global-scale dataset of MLT temperatures is that from the
Sounding of the Atmosphere using Broadband Emission Radiometry (SABER) instrument
(Russell et al. 1999) on NASA’s Thermosphere, Ionosphere, Mesosphere, Energetics, and
Dynamics (TIMED) mission. SABER has been operating since 2002 and the most recent
version of the data (Remsberg et al. 2008) provides temperatures from 15-110 km altitude
over all LT and latitudes observed by MIGHTI.

The SABER temperatures are derived from measurements of infrared emission from the
vibration-rotation bands of carbon dioxide (CO2) at 15 µm. In addition to the radiance mea-
surements, the vertical profile of CO2 is required as an input to the temperature derivation
algorithm. For the SABER v2.07 data product, CO2 is provided by the Whole Atmosphere
Community Climate Model (WACCM) in which the CO2 abundance increases with time.
Output from WACCM is routinely provided to the SABER processing team as time goes on.

In June 2022 the SABER team discovered that the CO2 profiles provided from the
WACCM model beginning in late December 2019 and continuing to the present were from a
different run of the WACCM model than had been previously used by SABER. This new run
had a different set of specified parameters, most notably the Prandtl number, that resulted
in much larger CO2 concentrations above 80 km than in the prior WACCM version used by
SABER. As a consequence, the higher CO2 concentrations used in the SABER retrievals
resulted in slightly lower temperatures from late December 2019 onward.

The SABER team has reprocessed the temperature data from December 2019 onward
as of late June 2022 with WACCM data consistent with that used for the prior 18 years.
These reprocessed v2.08 global mean temperatures are from 0.7 K to 5.3 K higher than
the previous v2.07 temperatures over the range of 1 × 10−3 hPa (93 km) to 1 × 10−4 hPa
(105 km) in 2020.

Because of the inherent temperature variability in the MLT (see Figs. 22 and 24) it is
imperative to find close coincidences in both space and time between MIGHTI and SABER
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Fig. 27 (a) Comparison of MIGHTI-A (black) and SABER (red) daytime profiles between December 2019
and February 2022. The MIGHTI average (magenta) and the SABER average (blue) are overplotted. Coinci-
dence criteria for latitude, longitude, and UT are indicated as well as the total number of SABER-MIGHTI
pairs. MIGHTI data are limited to solar zenith angles less than 75° to avoid the terminator. (b) Same as
Fig. 27a except for MIGHTI-B and SABER daytime profiles

temperature profiles to properly quantify any persistent differences with altitude. Coinci-
dence windows that are too small will result in only a small number of pairs, whereas win-
dows that are too large will introduce other physical processes into the comparison such as
diurnal or latitudinal variability. We have empirically determined that for the MIGHTI and
SABER comparison a UT window of ±0.5 h, a latitude window of ±2.0°, and a longitude
window of ±10.0° allow for a sufficient number of profile pairs without introducing major
geophysical variations to the comparison. We furthermore limit our daytime comparisons
to those profiles with solar zenith angles less than 75° (greater than 105° for nighttime) to
avoid the terminator. Our approach finds all SABER profiles that satisfy the above criteria
for each MIGHTI profile.

These windows are separately applied to all MIGHTI-A data (day and night) and
MIGHTI-B data (day and night) from 15 December 2019 through 11 February 2022.
The daytime results comparing MIGHTI-A with SABER and MIGHTI-B with SABER
are shown in Figs. 27a and 27b, respectively. Figure 27 shows that both MIGHTI-A and
MIGHTI-B daytime temperatures are in excellent agreement with SABER temperatures be-
tween 90 and 95 km altitude (within 6 K on average). Above that, the differences become
larger so that from 99 to 105 km both the MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-B daytime temperatures
are on average 18 K higher than SABER temperatures.

Figure 28 shows the comparison between MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-B nighttime profiles
with corresponding SABER profiles, using the same coincidence windows as for the daytime
profiles. Figure 28 shows that MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-B nighttime temperatures are within
7 K at all altitudes from 90 to 105 km.

The MIGHTI-SABER differences in Figs. 27 and 28 are better seen in Fig. 29, where
we have taken the difference of the averages and show them for daytime in Fig. 29a and
nighttime in Fig. 29b. We emphasize that the paired profiles for MIGHTI and SABER are
separately found for MIGHTI-A day, MIGHTI-B day, MIGHTI-A night, and MIGHTI-B
night. Figure 29 therefore serves to indicate that MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-B are each pro-
viding consistent results when compared against SABER from December 2019 to February
2022.

Also shown in Fig. 29 is the result of adding the reported bias uncertainties for the
SABER data (saber.gats-inc.com/temp_errors.php) and the MIGHTI data (see Fig. 23). Due
to the large number of profile pairs, which essentially eliminates the statistical uncertainties,
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Fig. 28 (a) Same as Fig. 27a except for MIGHTI-A and SABER nighttime profiles. MIGHTI data are limited
to solar zenith angles greater than 105° to avoid the terminator. (b) Same as Fig. 27b except for MIGHTI-B
and SABER nighttime profiles

Fig. 29 (a) Differences of MIGHTI-A (black) and MIGHTI-B (red) daytime temperature profiles in Fig. 27
with corresponding SABER temperature profiles. The combined systematic uncertainties, bounded by the
dashed lines are added together linearly and shown as the shaded area. (b) Same as Fig. 29a except for
nighttime profiles

the only uncertainty used in this comparison is the bias (or systematic) uncertainty for each
dataset. Reported systematic uncertainties for SABER temperatures are 4 K at 90 km and
increase to 25 K at 110 km. These uncertainties include both the effects of absolute calibra-
tion as well as any uncertainties in the temperature retrieval algorithm. Estimated biases are
the same for both SABER and MIGHTI during daytime and nighttime. Figure 29a shows
that daytime differences are within the combined systematic uncertainties up to ∼95 km but
are greater than the combined uncertainties above that, although near the top of the com-
parison shown at 110 km altitude the differences are again within the combined uncertainty.
Figure 29b shows that nighttime differences are completely within the combined uncertainty
of the two sets of observations for MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-B.

5.2 Comparison with Ground-Based Observations

We also compare daytime MIGHTI temperature profiles against a ground-based dataset.
Daytime temperature measurements in the MLT from ground-based instruments are scarce.
During a special campaign at Utah State University (USU) (41.7° N, 111.8° W), the USU
sodium (Na) Doppler lidar operated in daytime for nine days between 26 February and 2
April 2021, providing an opportunity to compare against concurrent MIGHTI daytime tem-
perature measurements. By taking advantage of the mesospheric Na layer (∼80–105 km),
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Fig. 30 (a) Comparisons of daytime temperature profiles between the USU Na lidar and MIGHTI-A four
afternoon hours between 13 LT and 16 LT. The temperature profiles with the same color represent the obser-
vations during the same hour by the two instruments. The number of MIGHTI profiles for each hourly profile
are indicated in parentheses. (b) Same as Fig. 30a except for MIGHTI-B temperature profiles

the Na Doppler lidar technique measures the thermal broadening (temperature) and Doppler
shift (bulk motion) of the metallic Na atoms in the MLT region (Krueger et al. 2015). Its
daytime capability is enabled by a unique Faraday filter deployed in the lidar receiver (Har-
rell et al. 2009) that rejects the majority of the sky background, while allowing the lidar
echoes to pass through. The Na lidar uncertainty depends primarily on the photon shot-
noise (≤10 K), particularly during the daytime at the top of the profiles near 99 km (Yuan
et al. 2009). Comparisons of an earlier version (v04) of MIGHTI daytime data during this
campaign were presented by Yuan et al. (2021) and showed agreement to within 7 K in the
same altitude region and for the same time period.

Figures 30a and 30b illustrate the comparisons of the average temperature profiles of four
different hours in the afternoon between the lidar results and the MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-B
results, respectively. In this work, both the MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-B observations within
±1.7° latitude and ±4.0° longitude are selected and binned hourly for each local/universal
time during the lidar campaign. Each lidar profile is the average of all the lidar measurements
within this hour over the campaign. In these figures, the average uncertainties of the lidar
temperatures are 4 K at 90 km and 10 K at 99 km, respectively. Although the results for
individual LT bins are similar, the number of profiles for each LT (shown in the panels) is
limited, ranging from 5 to 8 over nine days during the indicated time period.

Overall, within the overlapping altitude range 90-99 km, the temperature difference be-
tween the two instruments increases with altitude. In general, the two sets of temperatures
are within 7 K on average over all LT between 90-95 km for either MIGHTI-A or MIGHTI-
B. From 95-99 km the differences grow to more than 20 K for some LT for both MIGHTI-A
and MIGHTI-B, with MIGHTI temperatures consistently higher than the lidar temperatures.
This difference is shown more clearly in Fig. 31 by subtracting the hourly averaged lidar
profiles from the corresponding averaged MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-B profiles. The daytime
differences with the lidar results in Fig. 31 are similar to daytime differences shown from
90-99 km in Fig. 29 for the SABER comparison.

6 Discussion

Our analysis reveals that there is good agreement between MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-B tem-
peratures throughout the day, as shown in Figs. 22 and 24. This agreement is despite the
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Fig. 31 Differences of
MIGHTI-A (solid) and
MIGHTI-B (dashed) profiles
from Fig. 29. The shaded region
shows the root-sum-square
statistical uncertainty for the
average lidar profiles (4-10 K)
and the systematic uncertainty for
the MIGHTI profiles (about 3 K).
Hourly averaged profiles are
indicated by the different colors

Fig. 32 (a) Comparison of daytime temperatures for pairs of observations from MIGHTI-A and SABER at
90 km during the daytime. Coincidence criteria are the same as shown in Fig. 27. (b) Same as Fig. 32a except
for nighttime temperatures

fact that the MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-B observations are nine minutes apart and view the
tangent point from orthogonal look directions. The agreement is particularly compelling be-
cause the relative responsivities (see Figs. 6 and 7), as well as the on-orbit modifications to
both the responsivities and the channel wavelengths described in Sect. 3 are nearly indepen-
dently determined to achieve internal channel consistency, and are specific to MIGHTI-A
day, MIGHTI-B day, MIGHTI-A night, and MIGHTI-B night. More importantly and cen-
tral to the science objectives of ICON, there is excellent agreement between MIGHTI-A and
MIGHTI-B temperature variability as shown in Figs. 25 and 26, where correlation coeffi-
cients are near unity from 90-100 km throughout the day.

Relative variations are shown by a comparison of MIGHTI-A daytime temperatures with
SABER at 90 km in Fig. 32a and nighttime temperatures in Fig. 32b. Correlation coefficients
are smaller (0.48-0.64) than the MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-B comparisons shown in Fig. 25,
but the coincidence windows shown in the upper left are greater than the MIGHTI-A vs.
MIGHTI-B coincidences (±0.50 h in UT compared to 0.15 h, for example) so we would
expect them to be less. We also show dashed reference lines in Fig. 32 indicating where
MIGHTI and SABER would yield the same temperature. At this altitude, the observations
are scattered predominantly around this line for both daytime and nighttime conditions un-
derscoring the good agreement in absolute temperature at 90 km.
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Fig. 33 (a) Comparison of daytime temperatures for pairs of observations from MIGHTI-A and SABER at
100 km during the daytime. Coincidence criteria are the same as shown in Fig. 28. The correlation coefficient
(r) between the MIGHTI and SABER temperatures is indicated. (b) Same as Fig. 33a except for nighttime
temperatures

A scatterplot of MIGHTI-A temperatures against SABER temperatures is shown for a
100 km altitude in Fig. 33a for daytime conditions and Fig. 33b for nighttime conditions.
In this case one can see that the MIGHTI-A temperatures are systematically higher than the
SABER temperatures, particularly during the daytime as discussed, where the MIGHTI-A
temperatures are nearly 20 K higher than SABER temperatures.

We consider the possibility here that SABER temperature biases may play a role in the
differences shown in Fig. 29. Potential SABER temperature errors from 90-110 km have
been discussed by Mertens et al. (2001), Remsberg et al. (2008), Garcia-Comas et al. (2008),
Rezac et al. (2015), and Dawkins et al. (2018) and are reflected in the combined MIGHTI
and SABER uncertainties shown in Fig. 29. The behavior of the MIGHTI-SABER differ-
ences with altitude shown in Fig. 29 rules out a radiometric calibration error in SABER as
a cause of the differences, which has moreover been shown to be stable in an independent
study (Mlynczak et al. 2020). Nonetheless, the day-night differences shown in Fig. 29 could
lead to differences in, for example, the derived amplitude of the diurnal migrating tide from
both instruments, so the reader is cautioned when comparing this amplitude as a function of
altitude between the temperature datasets.

Two constituents required for the SABER temperature retrieval that become important
at these altitudes are the carbon dioxide (CO2) concentration and the atomic oxygen (O)
concentration. Although the daytime temperature differences are larger than the nighttime
differences, the increase in the differences with altitude have a similar shape from 90-100 km
suggesting that the rates of collisional quenching and excitation of CO2 vibrational states
by O may play a role. This rate is the most critical of the non-LTE processes that give
rise to 15 µm emission by CO2 observed by SABER. CO2 and O furthermore exhibit a
vertical gradient in concentration for this altitude region, which means that their abundances
will vary with time of day due to tides. The effect of uncertainty in O on the retrieved
SABER temperatures is such that the O used in the SABER retrieval at 110 km would have
to be about 50% larger than was actually in the atmosphere in order to realize the entire
MIGHTI-SABER difference observed. It is beyond the scope of this paper to reconcile the
absolute MIGHTI-SABER temperature differences shown in Fig. 29 and leave that work for
another study. Note that the SABER temperature retrievals above ∼100 km uses O from the
NRLMSISE-00 empirical model, which has since been improved Emmert et al. (2020).
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7 Summary

We have presented the methodology used in retrieving v05 temperatures from O2 A-band
observations using two different sensors for the MIGHTI instrument on the NASA ICON
satellite. This methodology includes unique on-orbit observations of the Rayleigh scattered
background in two background channels that enable improvements to pre-flight measure-
ments of the relative responsivity. The three on-band MIGHTI signal channels for each
sensor furthermore allow for small improvements to the pre-flight measurements of channel
wavelengths, allowing for self-consistency between the channels. These improvements yield
two independent, concurrent, and self-consistent sets of temperature profiles throughout the
diurnal cycle from 90–127 km during the day and 90–108 km at night.

The MIGHTI temperatures are compared to temperature observations from the NASA
SABER instrument as well as daytime ground-based Na lidar observations. MIGHTI-A and
MIGHTI-B are on average within 7 K of these independent observations from 90 to 95 km
throughout the day and night. The differences in the daytime gradually become larger with
increasing altitude until MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-B temperatures are both on average 18 K
higher than SABER temperatures between 99–105 km. In the nighttime the MIGHTI and
SABER temperature differences are within the combined systematic uncertainties of the two
instruments at all altitudes from 90 to 105 km. Temperature variations about the mean are
similar for MIGHTI-A, MIGHTI-B, and SABER so that most analyses that are based on
variations at a given altitude are not affected by these systematic differences.
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